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About Girlguiding Anglia
Girlguiding Anglia is a region of Girlguiding, the UK’s leading
charity for girls and young women. We are dedicated to
enabling girls and young women to develop their potential
and make a difference in the world. We offer girls and young
women a safe space to be themselves, build their confidence,
feel empowered, have adventures, develop skills for life and
most importantly have fun and make new friendships.
Girlguiding Anglia is divided in to 12 guiding counties with
almost 72,000 members including Rainbows (5-7 years),
Brownies (7-10 years), Guides (10-14 years), Rangers (14-18
years), 18-30s and our inspiring and amazing volunteers.
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Our Region Chief Commissioner, Tracy Foster,
reflects on 2018 in Girlguiding Anglia:
Throughout 2018 Girlguiding Anglia continued to offer a range of exciting,
high-quality opportunities and adventure to our girls and young women.
It is the ongoing commitment of everyone – volunteers, staff and our
supporters that enables us to continue to provide a place where girls and
young women can feel empowered, have opportunities to develop skills,
find fun and friendship.
We saw the launch of the new Girlguiding programme for all sections
this year, giving a refreshed and exciting new look, ensuring we remain
relevant to today’s girls and young women. The six themes, Be Well, Skills
For My Future, Take Action, Have Adventures, Know Myself and Express
Myself, provide a great opportunity to include and offer something for
#EveryGirl.
I am fortunate in my role that I get to see guiding in action across
our region, visiting units, camps, activities & events and more formal
presentation events. I’m always humbled by the time and commitment our
volunteer leaders give and it’s always great to see the smiling faces of our
girls as they take part in the wide variety of opportunities we manage to
provide.
As we look towards 2019 it is an exciting year as we develop our next
strategy for 2020 and beyond. Reviewing our achievements under our
current “being our best” strategy and looking ahead to new exciting plans.
I look forward to sharing these in the impact report in 2019.

Keep smiling.
Tracy Foster
Region Chief Commissioner
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In 2015 Girlguiding set out their 5-year strategic plan, ‘Being
Our Best’. The strategy was inspired by our ultimate vision of
an equal world; a place where all girls can be happy, safe and
fulfil their potential.

‘Being Our Best’ focuses on 4 key areas:

EXCELLENCE
We are committed to every member having
the best guiding experience

ACCESS
We want to make guiding easy to access for
even more girls and young women from all
backgrounds

VOICE

We will listen to our members and provide
platforms for them to make their voices heard
so they can influence change and have an
impact on what matters to them

CAPACITY
We will work together as one team to create
and provide the right processes and resources
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New Programme

To enable us to engage and enthuse our members in delivering
the new programme we held a Members Day, Ready for Take
Off, in May. 450 leaders came together to hear more about the
programme. We were fortunate to have a visit from our Chief
Guide, Amanada Medler and one of the new programme’s lead
volunteers, Deborah Lodge, who took a question and answer
session.
Members appreciated the opportunity to understand more
about the upcoming changes and to take part in the activities
held throughout the day.
Following the launch many counties delivered new programme
trainings with the support of our wonderful trainers. Without
this small group of dedicated volunteer trainers we would not
be able to support our leaders and ensure they are given the
opportunity to receive essential training, empowering them
and giving them confidence to deliver the programme within
their units.
Region supported counties with the transition to the new
6 programme by giving them £1 per member to invest where
they felt appropriate at a local level.

Starburst

In January 2018, over 3000 of our region’s Brownies and
leaders descended on Butlins in Skegness, Lincolnshire. A
weekend full of fun, adventure and friendships awaited them.
When we asked the Brownies why others should come on
region events they said:

“

”
”
”

To make new friends

“

Because it’s amazing
and fun

“

The cave with lights is
amazeballs
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International

In 2018 our region continued to offer a great range of
international experiences.
For many of our girls this was their first international trip.
They get an opportunity to experience new cultures, make
new friendships, discover more about themselves and go home
with memories that last a life time.
93 girls and 29 leaders visited countries including Denmark,
Ghana, Austria, Romania and India.
Members of the region came together in September to
celebrate our international trips for the year. Fabulous young
women gave great presentations, informing the audience
about their experience and the impact it has had upon them.
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Awards

In 2018 the region awards committee met to discuss
nominations for region and national awards including Anglia
Brooch, Anglia Youth Award, Buddy Award, Guiding Star,
Laurel Award and Silver Fish Award - the highest award in
guiding
10 Anglia Brooches were awarded to our region members for
their amazing work and contributions to Girlguiding Anglia
with comments on nominations including:

always been totally committed
“Sheto has
her Guiding, giving so much time

and energy in all that she does.
Always cheerful and smiling she passes
on her love for Guiding to her girls
and fellow leaders.

”
th e un s ung he roes of
“S h e i s o n e of Guid
in g.
”
2 Laurel Awards and 3 Guiding Stars were successfully
approved by Girlguiding.

The region’s Buddy Awards were given a refresh in line with
the new programme, looking to not only thank and recognise
our adult volunteers but also the young women who go above
and beyond supporting inclusivity in units.
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ACCESS

Growth & Retention
In 2018 the region focused on growth and retention by
investing in support for our counties, ensuring it became
everyone’s business.
The region worked with counties to enable them to develop
their understanding of local data and empowered them
with the knowledge to utilise the information to tackle
sustainability. Counties were encouraged to share best practice
and local experiences to allow more informed decision making
accross the region to address common issues.
The region also supported the new national recruitment
campaign throughout the autumn with a series of digital
communication plans which included supporting counties to
cascade the campaign locally.
In 2018 our region helped many girls take their promise, we
progressed projects to manage the Guide to Rangers transition
and following positive feedback we continued to send out
leader thank you cards and badges.
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Growth Action Plan Day May
In 2018 the region organised its first Growth Action Plan Day
for our counties where 10 of our 12 counties were able to join
us. The day offered a range of support and training to help
counties write a county growth plan. By the end of 2018 all
12 of our counties have plans in place to sustain and grow our
membership, making us the first region in the UK to have a full
set of county growth plans.
Having identified the needs and priorities for each county,
they have started to address their own challenges in exciting
and innovative ways. Oxfordshire were lucky enough to win
the ‘Brand the Bus’ competition, resulting in the opportunity
to brand a local double decker bus for a year, encouraging
membership interest, media attention, and a real sense of
pride for the county.
Bedfordshire and Cambridgeshire West have jointly employed
a growth coordinator who has focused on recruitment of
leaders particularly in deprived and underrepresented
communities. In February, both counties took over local Park
Runs to spread the word in a joint recruitment campaign.
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Pride
In 2018 we continued to empower our members to celebrate
diversity and take action by supporting 3 Pride celebrations
in the region; Chelmsford in Essex, Norwich in Norfolk and
Lincoln in South Lincolnshire.
Following positive feedback from our volunteers at these
events and listening to members in other areas of the region
we will support 5 events in 2019 to enable more girls and
young women to take part in these amazing events.
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SNUGs 2018 (Starting New Unit Grants)

Starting New Unit Grants totalling £7,708.55 supported the
opening of 31 units across the region in 2018, allowing 372
girls the opportunity to join Girlguiding Anglia. We’ve had
some great feedback from the units where SNUGs money has
helped:
“I think our main positive impact is being able to offer an
alternative meeting day. Some girls cannot make weekday
evenings, so having Sunday as an option has worked well for
many.” (4th Kidlington Brownies)
“Opening the unit has given girls aged 14-18 opportunities
which were previously unavailable in the village. We have
helped the community by helping at events including Race
for Life and have invited Trefoil members in to assist with
technology problems.” (1st Heacham Rangers)
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VOICE

Action for Change

In November over 30 young women from the region took part
in an Inspirational Weekend at Pax Lodge to create a project
plan to ‘take action’ on something they were passionate about.
The weekend involved training sessions on public speaking,
media training, cyber safety and an introduction to UK
Parliament. Inspirational speakers including Gina Martin, the
Up Skirting campaigner and Sarah Corbett from Craftivism
talked about their experiences in campaigning and of course
we threw in some fun with chocolate making workshop.
Everyone got to make their promise at one of the World
Guiding Centres.
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The participants will have 9 months to work through their
social action projects and in 2019 we will celebrate and share
their achievements and learnings with you. Keep an eye on
the region website for blogs and updates www.girlguidinganglia.org.uk

Parliament Week

Following a very successful first year in 2017, the region was
given the opportunity to create some of the activities for
Parliament Week 2018’s challenge pack. 473 units in Anglia
registered to take part with over 3300 members getting
involved.
Maxine Jones, our Lead Volunteer for Marketing, Retail and
Communications won Parliament Week Volunteer of the Year
for 2018 for her involvement in championing the partnership
in our region. Maxine visited Parliament with our region Chief
Commissioner, Tracy Foster to collect her award.

Phenomenal Women
As part of Vote100 celebrations the region ran a challenge
called Phenomenal Women and Girls. Our girls had to highlight
their own phenomenal women and how they’d inspired them
in order to receive their badge. There was a fabulous response
to this activity, we sold out of the badges and region will
release a banner highlighting the names of these amazing
women and girls in 2019 as a permanent reminder of this
significant anniversary.
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EqualiTeas

UK Parliament launched Equaliteas in 2018, celebrating
90 years since the 1928 Representation of People Act gave
all people the right to vote on an equal basis. Units held
tea parties giving members the opportunity to take part
in debates, using their voices to discuss topics including
equal representation of females in the media, equal pay for
women in business and equal opportunities for girls in sport.
Our members also invited local politicians to join them and
empower girls to challenge things they feel passionate about.

60th Anniversary of the Life Peerages Act

2018 also marks the 60th anniversary of female peers being
allowed in the House of Lords. 7 Rangers from our region were
given the fabulous opportunity to shadow a female peer for an
afternoon, Charlotte from Cambridge recalls her day:
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“On the 31st of October I travelled down to Westminster
bright and early for my day in the House of Lords. Once
through security, we were taken on a tour around Parliament
including the Queen’s dressing room, Westminster Hall and the
old and current House of Lords. I was fortunate enough to be
shadowing the Leader of the House of Lords, Baroness Evans.
Due to her role and being in the Cabinet, she had many

meetings in the morning. Therefore, Baroness Primarolo kindly
took me around Parliament, including the rooms where policy
is decided, as well as taking me into the Prime Minister’s
Question Time where I got to sit and watch Jeremy Corbyn
and Theresa May debate on the new budget! Afterwards I got
to speak to Baroness Evans who showed me her office and
explained a little about her role in the Lords.
After coming together with all the Guides for a delicious lunch,
we were given a presentation on the importance of voting. It
was amazing to see so many Guides from across the UK! After
the presentation we were taken to watch the House of Lords
in session; they discussed a range of issues from weed killer to
gender equality.
I am in awe of the whole day and had such an amazing, once
in a life time opportunity - which I cannot thank Anglia enough
for. I feel inspired by the Baronesses and feel privileged to
have been allowed to shadow them for the day.”
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Digital

One of the region focuses for 2018 was to engage with and
hear from our members more. We’re delighted to see our total
number of followers across our region social media platforms
increase by 13.9%, that’s another 1,267 people wanting to
know about what our region has to offer and the what we
deliver.
Following a conscious effort to increase the activity on our
region Instagram page, we successfully grew followers by
46.36%. A great success as data shows this is the digital
platform that our younger audience use the most, meaning we
are hearing our girls’ voices and encouraging them to share
their thoughts, opinions and ideas. There was also a 60%
increase in messages received on Instagram, confirming this as
a great engagement success.
Facebook saw some great results with over 126, 000
engagements, with peaks during our key region activities,
including Starburst, the launch of the new programme and the
autumn recruitment campaign.
The voices we hear across our social media platforms help
to inform what we do. We can use the information we have
gathered to help us develop our first region digital strategy
in 2019 as well as feeding it in to the new region strategy for
18 2020+.

Region Website launch

To support our current digital stragey, the region invested
in the development and launch of a new website. This will
allow the region to reach and engage with a larger number
of our stakeholders, deliver a better user journey and make
information more accessible.
The website launched in December and included an improved
online shop and booking system. The site can be managed by
the region communications team giving us greater opportunity
to communicate more effectively with our members, offer
increased resources and produce regular blogs.
We held a photo shoot at Hautbois Activity Centre to update
our media library ready for the website launch and to ensure
compliance with new GDPR guidelines. It was great to see
region members from all sections and some energetic leaders
support us by taking part in a fun packed day, full of activities,
team building and a great guiding campfire with songs and, of
course, s’mores.
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CAPACITY

A Safe Space Training
A Safe Space training is a priority for everyone in Girlguiding.
Anglia region held 10 training events through the year focusing
on levels 3 and 4, delivering essential training to 331 members
and an amazing 50% of our members who required level 4
achieved their certificates, beating the region’s target of 33%.
505 participants attended other region training events
including Trainers Day, Peer Educators topic training and
Growth Action Planning Day.
We held 2 walking events for 44 participants working towards
the Girlguiding walking scheme, or improving their own
knowledge in order to offer opportunities to young members.
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Retail

Our region retail team had a busy 2018 with key achievements
including their support to all members during the new
Girlguiding programme launch wishing to purchase the new
resources. The retail team sold almost 10,000 new programme
badges and thousands of badge books, skills builder resources
and handbooks. The feedback received from members showed
how valuable the team’s guidance and knowledge of the new
resources had been during a time of great transition.
Some of you may have seen the region retail team out and
about as they supported region events including Starburst and
Member’s Day. This work allows the team to engage with our
members and understand their ongoing wants and needs so
they can continue to offer the right service and support that
our members need.
The retail team were involved in delivering the new region
online shop, giving them the tools to continue to serve our
customers in an efficient manner and develop new ways to
support them too.
Visit our shop website: www.girlguiding-anglia.org.uk/shop
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Girlguiding Anglia is also
the home of Hautbois Activity Centre

Hautbois Activity Centre not only provides Girlguiding
members with amazing, fun experiences, but it also hosts
other uniformed organisations, youth groups, schools and
corporate groups. In 2018, 37% of all Hautbois users were from
guiding, the largest user group of the centre.
Hautbois hosted 9622 visitors in total, who were able to access
the wide range of thrilling outdoor activities, team building
challenges and various camping and accommodation options
that Hautbois has to offer.
Hautbois has a dedicated and qualified team delivering
opportunities for everyone to develop their confidence, form
strong teams, challenge themselves and improve their capacity
to solve problems.
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Hautbois Facts and Figures

Some fun facts and figures about our region activity centre in
2018:
4,700 abseils were achieved, that’s 26 miles or the same
distance as the London Marathon.
100,960 arrows were shot – some even hit the target!
92 people explored the Bure on Canoe Safari trips.
There were 173 canoeing sessions offering 2076 people the
chance to make a splash.
The new zipwire had 935 visitors – that’s 122 miles of zipping!
6162 climbs were completed totalling 55,458 metres, 6 times
the height of Everest.
To find out more visit the Hautbois website: www.hautbois.org.uk
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The FiguresRegion income and expenditure 2018
Income
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Subscriptions

651477

Trading/Activity Centre

692029

Events

441200

Donations, Legacies & Grants

47101

Investments

23780

Other

17834

Expenditure
Supporting guiding in the Region

651477

Trading/Activity Centre

692029

Charity Governance

441200

Maintaining all our assets

47101

Developing Guiding

23780
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Looking to 2019
2019 is set to be another fun packed, adventure taking, dream
achieving kind of a year.
We look towards the final year of our ‘Being Our Best’ strategy
with plans already in place to use our members’ voices to
shape our goals and ambitions for 2020 and beyond.
There will be opportunities for Guides to take part in a region
event at PGL Caythorpe in November, 5 Pride celebrations in
the region will be supported and we will launch our region
partnerships with Macmillan and The Royal Astronomical
Society.
The Action for Change participants will be completing their
social action projects and our incredible volunteers will be
supporting their units in the transition to the new programme,
ensuring girls and young women have great fun, amazing
experiences and opportunities to do something different.
Thank you to all of our members for their support and hard
work and passion in 2018, we can’t wait to see what 2019
delivers.
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